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Abstract

Visual inspection can help reveal patterns that would be computationally rather difficult to reveal.
We consider three different algorithms for visualizations of a DNA sequence and its nucleotide content:
random walk, fractal and visualization based on the entropy-like parameters calculated using a sliding
window. We present a program that uses these three methods and visualizes either the whole of a
given sequence, or specified fragments. It also provides facilities to compare visualizations obtained for
different sequences/fragments. Random walk visualization considers the sequence symbol-by-symbol;
the other two methods also take into account how well nucleotides are ”mixed” in the sequence. It
allows an easy visualization of repeated patterns, segments with a high/low content of some nucleotides,
such as CG-islands, etc. The program also helps to identify regions of interest for further study.

1 INTRODUCTION

Usually the sequence of nucleotides in DNA is represented as a text based on a four-letter alphabet: {A, C,
G, T}, where each symbol codes the corresponding nucleotide. Since the length of the DNA chain varies
from 103 (viruses) to 109 (higher organisms) it is a complicated cognitive problem for human perception
to establish similarity/dissimilarity between two DNA sequences. Most of the sequences are too long
to be wholly displayed on the computer monitor, and it is very difficult to reveal some peculiarities or
characteristics directly from the text string that represents DNA. A good way to visualize a DNA sequence
would help in estimating nucleotide content, and in revealing repeated or missing subsequences, conserved
regions, etc.

Visual inspection can help reveal patterns that would be computationally rather difficult to reveal. For
example, in cluster analysis of 2D data (i.e. on the plane) it is usually much easier and faster to do clustering
by visual inspection than by using some elaborate algorithm. Our experiments with visualizations using
Mathematica and Maple have led us to develop a software program that visualizes a DNA sequence. The
program visualizes either the whole of a given sequence, or specified fragments. It provides the option to
save a selected fragment of the DNA sequence for further study. It also gives an opportunity to compare
visualizations obtained for different sequences (or several different fragments of the same sequence). The
sequence is assumed to be in FASTA format. The program is a tool for assisting researchers; it also inspires
the formulation of new questions.
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Figure 1: Random walk visualization.

2 VISUALIZATION ALGORITHMS

The program uses three different algorithms for visualizations: random walk, fractal-based, and visualiza-
tion based on the entropy-like parameters calculated using a sliding window. Random walk visualization
considers the sequence symbol-by-symbol, while the other two methods take into account how well nu-
cleotides are ”mixed” in the sequence and how sequences of nucleotides of different length are represented.
It allows one to easily detect repeated patterns, segments with a low content of some nucleotides (or dinu-
cleotides, triplets, etc.) Fractal-based visualization is static – it gives an idea of the distribution of words of
different length (the present version considers words with length 1 - 8) for the whole considered sequence.
The other two visualizations are dynamic (they give an idea of what happens along the sequence).

Different DNA sequences have different base content. One simple way to visualize this difference is as
follows. Let us plot the points according to the following rule: the starting point is at the center of the
chart. We read a base in the DNA sequence, and if it is ’A’ we move the pen one step up, if it is ’C ’ we
move the pen one step down, if it is ’G ’ we move the pen one step to the left, if it is ’T ’ we move the pen
one step to the right. Then we read next symbol in the sequence, and so on (see Figure 1). If all bases
are represented in the same proportion (approximately 25% each), the point will stay near the center; if
some bases are encountered more often, the point will move from the center. This way it is easy to see
which nucleotides are in abundance, which are infrequent. The program also allows one to visualize several
sequences (or parts of the same sequence) simultaneously using different colors for different sequences.
One such example is given in Figure 2. One can see that different organisms (here we used several DNA
sequences for viruses and bacteria) produce different tracks, while homologous organisms produce similar
tracks: in Figure 2, viruses produced the tracks from the center to the top-right corner, while bacteria
produce the tracks from the center to the bottom-left corner, thus reflecting different content of A,T and
C,G nucleotides in the sequences considered here. This visualization could be considered as a 2D random
walk visualization (but different from the one used, e.g in [1].)

Another visualization algorithm is fractal-based (see, e.g. [2], [3], [4]). It allows visualization of missing
(sub-)sequences in DNA. This algorithm is based on fractal addresses and is related to the game of chaos
(see, e.g. [5], [6] ). The work of the algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3. We split the square into four
square parts corresponding to four bases. Then we split these four squares into four smaller squares, and
so on. We read 8 symbols in the considered sequence and color the corresponding small square. Then we
move one step forward, read next nucleotide in the sequence, color a square, and so on. In Figure 3 the
square corresponding to the sequence ’GTT ’ is shown. If there are no triplets ’GTT ’ in the sequence, this
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Figure 2: Random walk visualization of several sequences.

Figure 3: Fractal visualization

square will have no colored points, while if there are too many, it will be darker then others. The same is
true for the squares of the ”next generations” - all smaller squares - e.g. the small squares corresponding to
’GTTA’, ’GTTAC ’, etc. will be also empty or have more points inside correspondingly. This way we can
see how (non-)uniform is the distribution of all possible combinations of bases with length 1-8. It could
be used, e.g. to reveal the presence of CG-islands that have an important biological meaning ([7], see also
[8], [9].) An example of this visualization is given in Figure 4. One quick look (and a little analysis of
the positions of lighter and darker squares of different sizes) reveals the different content of strings ’CG ’,
’CGG’, etc. for two considered sequences (bacteria and part of the human chromosome). This way we
have a simultaneous multilevel view on the distribution of words with length 1-8 in the DNA sequence.

The concepts of entropy and information are widely used in DNA studies (see, e.g. [10], [11], [12], [13]).
For the visualization we use Shannon entropy, Markov entropy and some more entropy-like characteristics.
These parameters tell us how well mixed are the bases and their chains of length 2 - 4. A uniform (well-
mixed) distribution corresponds to the maxima of these characteristics, whereas minimums tell us that
the distribution is far from uniform. These parameters are visualized using a sliding window: for the
visualization we estimate entropies not for the whole sequence but for a fragment of a length specified by
the user of the program (as a window size). These calculations are repeated with some step (one more
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Figure 4: Example of fractal visualization: bacteria Citrobacter freundii (left) and part of the human
chromosome NT 004321 (right).

parameter that can be changed), and results are plotted as four curves. It should be noticed that the
window size should not be too small in order to get reliable estimates. The user can select an interesting
part of the plot and re-calculate the plots for the selected fragment (and apply the other two visualizations
as well) or save this fragment to a separate file for later study.

3 Conclusions

We have presented a program to visualize a DNA sequence or selected fragments of it.
More examples of the visualizations obtained with the program can be found on the poster image at
http://www.cargo.wlu.ca/casc2005/. Many phenomena observed in these visualizations can easily be
related to some biological phenomena, such as repeats or conserved regions. However, there are still several
visual observations that call for biological interpretation. For example, regions where different entropies
behave differently lend themselves to further study. We plan to add some more visualizations to the
present set, e.g. three-dimensional trajectories ([14]) (a visualization similar to our random walk, but more
informative, though at the price of the necessity of real 3D images). We also plan to add the facility to
give the user the opportunity to graphically compare fractal visualizations for different sequences (different
fragments of the same sequence).
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